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Generall Introduction: An overview on melanocyte biology and transformation 

1.. Human skin melanocytes 

1.1.. Biology and function 

Melanocytess are melanin pigment producing cells. They have a dendritic morphology 

andd are derived from the neural crest [1-4]. During embryonic development these cells 

migratee to the basal layer of the epidermis, but also to other anatomical parts of the human 

bodyy such as the choroid, iris, retina of the eye, and inner parts of the ear [5-7]. This 

migrationn is influenced by stem cell factor (SCF), also known as steel factor (SLF), mast-cell 

growthh factor (MGF), and (c)-Kit ligand (KL) [7-11]. In the normal human epidermis 

melanocytess reside at the basement membrane and are interspersed between the neighboring 

keratinocytess in a ratio of 1:4 to 1:10, known as the epidermal melanin unit. The physical 

contactt with the basement membrane and neighboring keratinocytes is essential for the 

homeostaticc maintenance of melanocytes. It is believed that direct cell-cell communication 

viaa cadherins and gap junctions (connexin) plays a role in conserving homeostasis of the 

epidermall  melanin unit [12]. 

Thee physiological function of melanocytes is the epidermal pigmentation of the skin 

throughh the generation of melanin pigment, known as melanogenesis. Melanin is synthesized 

inn membrane bound organelles called melanosomes, which are derived from the endoplasmic 

reticulumm and are specialized in the formation of melanin. Melanocytes produce two types of 

melanin,, known as the brownish-black eumelanin and the reddish-yellow pheomelanin. The 

latterr contains sulfur groups in addition to nitrogen [13-15]. The main substrate of melanin is 

thee amino acid tyrosine, which is catalyzed by the key enzyme tyrosinase within 

melanosomess and to a lesser extent in the endoplasmic reticulum [16,17]. 
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Epidermall  pigmentation of the skin is maintained by continuous transfer of mature 

melanin-bearingg melanosomes, via the dendrites of the melanocytes, to adjacent 

keratinocytes.. The melanin is positioned at the apical side of these keratinocytes and serves as 

thee most natural protection of the underlying dermis against the DNA-damaging effects of 

ultraviolett radiation [18-20]. In this respect, it should be noted that melanin also serves as the 

importantt molecular entity in scavenging metabolically generated free radicals that may in 

additionn to UV irradiation be responsible for inducing DNA mutations. How rational this may 

seem,, no direct correlation has been established between the site of UV exposure and the site 

off  primary melanoma [21]. It can be concluded that other factors yet to be identified must 

playy a role in the epidemiology of melanomas. 

Overr 160 germline mutations at nearly 70 distinct genetic loci are known to affect 

mousee coat colors [7,22-24]. Homozygous or heterozygous human gene mutations of 

enzymess functional in melanogenesis (e.g. tyrosinase) have been associated with pigmentary 

disorderss like piebaldism, type I oculo-cutaneous albinism, and the Waardenburg Syndrome 

[10,25-30].. There are other genetically based syndromes, phenotypically resembling albinism, 

inn which the synthesis of pigmented melanosomes, as well as specialized organelles of other 

celll  types, is compromised. The Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome and the Chediak-Higashi 

syndromee are two such disorders [31,32]. Impairment in melanosomal function, probably due 

too improper formation of melanosomes within melanocytes, appears to be related to the hypo-

pigmentationn features observed in patients with Hermanski-Pudlak syndrome and Chediak-

Higashii  disease. Whether or not alterations in pigmentation genes are associated with the 

transformationn of melanocytes, remains unknown. 

Att present it is unclear, how the homeostasis of normal human epidermal melanocytes 

iss maintained. In view of their complex dendritic morphology, and intimate physical 

relationshipp with the neighboring keratinocytes, the latter cells and micro-environmental 
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factorss most likely are involved in the homeostasis of the epidermal melanocytes. The 

contributionn of cutaneous melanocytic precursors (immature melanocytes) to homeostasis of 

epidermall  melanocytes remains poorly defined. It is not unlikely that these precursor cells 

playy a role in either melanogenesis or development of melanoma due to malignant 

transformationn of these cells. 

2.. Aberrant melanocytes 

2.1.. Acquired melanocytic nevi 

Epidermall  melanocytes commonly give rise to a variety of small benign proliferative 

lesions,, known as common acquired melanocytic nevi [33]. In contrast to normal epidermal 

melanocytes,, the melanocytes in nevi form cellular aggregates referred to as nevus cell nests. 

Mostt nevi arise in early childhood and adolescence. Occasionally, new nevi develop in 

midlifee and rarely later in life. The progressive decrease in the number of melanocytic nevi 

thatt is observed with advancing age [34] proceeds along apoptotic and differentiation 

pathwayss that remains to be defined. Melanocytic nevi are composed of nevus cells, epider-

mall  melanocytes and dermal melanocytes [33-35]. Their histological appearance is generally 

dividedd into junctional, compound, and intradermal melanocytic nevi, based on the 

localizationn of the nevus cell nests in the epidermis of the skin. When the clusters of cells are 

foundd in the dermal-epidermal junction, they are designated as junctional nevi. When the 

nevuss cell nests are more distributed in the epidermal region and in the upper part of the 

dermis,, they are referred to as a compound nevus. When the nests are completely in the 

dermall  part of the skin than it is classified as an intradermal nevus. Nevus cells are usually 

recognizedd morphologically because of the absence of dendrites that are associated with 

normall  melanocytes. Consequently, it can be postulated that nevus cells develop either from 
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dendriticc melanocytes that acquire a growth advantage due to an altered antigenic profile 

relatedd to the micro-anatomy or to subtle aberrant gene expression. The majority of the 

commonn acquired nevi follow a yet unidentified-programmed pathway of differentiation that 

eventuallyy leads to the disappearance of these nests of aberrant melanocytes [34]. Deregulated 

terminall  differentiation of epidermal melanocytes may lead to an uncontrolled growth of these 

cells,, and in accordance with this hypothesis, nevus cells may carry an increased risk for 

malignantt transformation. Several investigators support the concept that common acquired 

nevii  and dysplastic nevi are precursors of melanoma. A nevus was found to be associated 

withh melanoma in up to 51% of the cases studied [36,37]. Whether or not benign melanocyte 

lesionss are precursors of malignant melanoma is controversial. 

2.2.. Transformation from nevi into melanoma 

AA dynamic shift of interactions between normal melanocytes, neighboring 

keratinocytes,, and extracellular matrix (ECM) components (e.g. adhesion receptors), occurs 

fromm normal to benign proliferative nevi and malignant melanoma [12,38,39]. 

Undifferentiatedd keratinocytes are able to control the growth, morphology, and antigenic 

profilee of melanocytes by establishing direct contact through the cell-cell adhesion receptor E-

cadherinn [40]. Based on these findings, it has been postulated that normal skin melanocytes 

progresss to a nevus by escaping from the normal contact-mediated control of keratinocytes. 

Thiss contact facilitates formation of gap junctions through connexin 43 [39]. A reduced E-

cadherinn and increased N-cadherin expression can be observed early in the nevus stage as 

welll  as in melanomas. This change in cadherin profile enables new adhesive properties of 

thesee cells. Alterations in the expression of other adhesion receptors (e.g. ALCAM/CD166, 

MelCAM/MUC18/CD146,, (J3 integrin subunit, CD44, chondroitin sulphate proteoglycan), 

metalloproteinases,, gangliosidases, melanotransferrin, growth factor receptors (e.g. FGF, 
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EGF,, TGF, IGF), and others, have been described to play a role in different stages of 

melanomaa tumor progression [38,41-46]. Since it is not clear how phenotypic control over 

melanocytess is established, and melanoma can develop from melanocytes without evident 

intermediatee stages such as nevi, other pathways are involved in the transformation of 

melanocytess and tumor progression of melanoma. Therefore, research focused on early and 

latee stages of melanocyte transformation should provide more insight in the biology of 

melanoma.. In this regard, the early stage is defined as transformation from melanocyte into 

nevii  and the late stage from nevi into melanoma. 

Nevuss cells in common acquired nevi are not evenly distributed along the 

dermoepidermall  junction as observed for dendritic epidermal melanocytes (Fig. 1A, IB). 

Melanocyticc nevi can either persist as stable lesions, that gradually disappear in adult life, or 

theyy can progress into the next stage designated as dysplastic nevi, which are considered by 

somee as potential precursors of malignant melanoma [34,47-51]. A characteristic hallmark for 

dysplasticc nevi is the architectural disorder observed in the dermal-epidermal junction of the 

lesion,, in which often irregular pigmentation, large size, and bridge forming between the rete 

ridgess of the skin are observed (Fig. 1C). In general, primary melanoma evolves in a stepwise 

fashion.. The first step is known as the radial growth phase (RGP, Fig. ID), characterized by a 

nett enlargement of the tumor parallel to the surface of the skin. The RGP reflects the 

superficial,, mainly epidermal spreading of the lesional cells, and also includes islets of micro-

invasivee melanoma cells in the upper dermis. For a melanoma to acquire metastatic 

properties,, the tumor mass evolves to the next step of tumor progression, which is known as 

thee vertical growth phase (VGP, Fig. IE), and is characterized when melanoma cells form an 

expandingg nodule in the dermis. The transition of RGP melanoma cells to an invasive 

expandingg tumor mass in the dermis appears to be closely associated with the cellular changes 

off  their stromal partners [52]. Eventually, the VGP melanoma cells can disseminate to distant 
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organss e.g. lymph node, lung, liver, and brain, orchestrated via several motility associated 

adhesionn receptors and critical growth factors as mentioned before. 

Figuree 1. Stages of histopathologic progression in melanocyte transformation. (A) Normal skin. (B) Benign 

proliferationn of melanocytes (nevus cells). (C) Melanocyte dysplasia (bridge formation). (D) Radial growth 

phasee (RGP) melanoma. (E) Vertical growth phase (VGP) melanoma. According to Chin et al, 1998 (see text for 

details). . 

Thee process of dissemination is very complex and is not only associated with the loss 

off  normal behavior of cells, but also with the acquisition of many new cell biological 

propertiess [53-55]. A sequence of distinct steps occur during the process of melanoma 

metastasiss and is reviewed in detail elsewhere [56]. Briefly, the initial step involves the 

releasee of melanoma cells from the primary tumor followed by invasion of the tissue either by 

thee acquisition or loss of (tumor) cell surface molecules. Melanoma cells produce proteases, 

whichh locally degrade the basement membrane to facilitate the process of intra- and 

extravasation.. Subsequently, the melanoma cells spread via the vascular system throughout 

thee body and eventually generate foci of growth in new environments. Extracellular factors 
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(e.g.. extracellular matrix components, autocrine motility factors, growth factors, stromal and 

angiogenesiss factors) orchestrate tumor cell invasion and migration [57-59]. Although the role 

off  the cellular adhesion molecules and ECM components in homeotypic and heterotypic 

interactionss are well documented in melanocytic lesions, their contribution to the in situ 

identificationn of benign, malignant, and metastatic phenotypes are still unclear. 

3.. Melanoma 

3.1.. Epidemiology, etiology, and pathology 

Cutaneouss malignant melanoma is one of the most aggressive and early metastasizing 

humann tumors today. The lifetime risk to develop melanoma in the United States has been 

estimatedd to be 1 in 75 in the year 2000 [60]. Malignant melanoma is more common in 

Caucasianss than in non-Caucasians and occurs particularly on the legs of women and on the 

backk in men. A number of factors play a role in the development of melanoma including 

familyy history, skin type, freckling tendency, intermittent excessive sun exposure, total 

numberss of (large) nevi and atypical ones, and congenital nevi [61]. The earliest studies that 

determinedd a genetic predisposition in the development of melanoma were performed in 

melanomaa families with clinically abnormal nevi. The trait was originally designated the B-K 

molee syndrome [62] or the familial atypical multiple moles syndrome (FAMMM) [63], but it 

camee to be more generally known as the dysplastic nevus syndrome [64]. Besides the number 

off  atypical moles that positively correlates with the risk of the development of melanoma, 

intermittentt and intense sun exposure are also important etiological factors in 

melanomagenesiss [65,66]. 

Thee most reliable prognostic histopathological marker applied in diagnostic pathology 

too evaluate lesions of melanoma patients is the Breslow thickness [67]. This parameter 
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measuress the tumor thickness of the melanoma from the uppermost nucleated layer of the 

epidermiss to the greatest depth of invasion of the tumor cell, of which the depth correlates 

withh prognosis (Fig. 2). The estimated 5-year survival of melanoma patients decreases with 

increasingg depth of invasion of the tumor (Table 1). 

Tablee 1. Correlation of Breslow thickness with prognosis1 

Depthh of invasion (in mm) Breslow 

0.00 - 0.5 

0.6-- 1.0 

1.11 - 1.5 

1.6-2.0 0 

2.1-3.0 0 

>3.1 1 

Approximatee 5-year survival (in %) 

100 0 

98 8 

90 0 

80 0 

60 0 

50 0 

Correlationn of Breslow thickness with prognosis (In Medicine; ed. J. Axford; Blackwell Science 1996). 

Anotherr parameter that is frequently applied to stage melanoma is known as the Clark 

levell  [68], which correlates prognosis to the anatomical level of invasion of the tumor (Fig. 

2).. Clark's classification of melanoma staging exists of 5 levels, of which the levels IV and V 

inn general are correlated with a poor prognosis. Based on parameters such as Breslow 

thickness,, Clark level, prognostics factors analyses, and input from melanoma clinicians, a 

revisedd staging system has been made by the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) 

[69].. In this Final version of staging melanoma, new technology such as lymphatic mapping 

andd sentinel lymphadenotomy were incorporated in the analyses. However, other molecular 

diagnosticc approaches will probably be necessary to complete the clinical staging system. 
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Brsslow Brsslow 
Thickness Thickness 

Clark's Clark's 
Level Level Boundary Boundary 

Intra-epidermal l 

Breachingg of the epidermal-dermal 
basementt membrane and involves 

thee papillary dermis 

Tumorr fill s the papillary dermis 
formingg a cohesive nodule or plaques 

Invasionn into reticular dermis 

Invasionn into subcutaneous fat 

Figuree 2. Pathological classification of melanoma (according to Chin et al, 1998 see text for details). 

Sincee cutaneous malignant melanoma metastasizes very early, patients diagnosed 

withh advanced stages of melanoma have a poor prognosis. The most adequate treatment of 

melanomaa is radical excision of the primary tumor in an early stage with broad margins 

dependingg on the depth of invasion of the melanoma cells. However, the problem is to 

recognizee the primary tumor at an early stage or to accurately identify the precursor lesion 

withh the potential to develop into malignant melanoma. For this purpose more insight should 

bee gained in melanocyte gene and antigen expression using molecular biological tools in 

connectionn with parameters known to be important in melanocyte biology. 

4.. Approaches for the evaluation of melanocytic lesions 

4.1.. Immunohistochemical approach 

Too gain a better understanding of melanoma tumor biology, immunohistochemical 

analysiss of tissue specimens for tumor-specific antigens or genes (e.g. oncogenes, suppressor 

genes)) is an attractive method to study this epidermal-derived tumor. Due to its readily 

availablee tissue specimens of various progression stages and relatively easy propagation in 

culture,, malignant melanoma has become a general model for neoplastic growth and 
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metastasis.. Various monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs) have been applied in 

immunohistochemicall  studies to discriminate benign melanocytic tumors from malignant 

ones.. The MoAbs recognize a heterogeneous group of antigens related to melanocytic 

differentiation,, tumor progression or other biological events [70-98]. From these markers, S-

1000 and NKI-Beteb/HMB-45 are widely used in routine diagnostic pathology of melanocytic 

tumors.. However, the other markers have also been shown to be valuable for the assessment 

off  melanocytic tumors. These include the family of tyrosinase related proteins (TRP-1, TRP-

2),, pigmentation associated antigen (PAA), high molecular weight melanoma associated 

antigenn (HMW-MAA , which are chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans), and human leukocyte 

antigenss (MHC class I and II). 

4.2.. Molecular approach 

Varyingg stages of differentiation of human melanocytic cells such as normal 

melanocytes,, nevus and melanoma cells, reflect distinct gene expression patterns. The 

molecularr mechanisms controlling the stages of differentiation and the transition of normal 

melanocytess into various forms of melanocytic nevi and malignant melanoma are poorly 

understood.. The identification of markers to better understand melanoma progression has 

beenn investigated by several molecular approaches. The main molecular approaches applied 

too identify markers in melanoma progression were subtractive hybridization (SH) and mRNA 

differentiall  display (DD). SH is based on the elimination of cDNA fragments that are 

commonn between two related cell types, thereby yielding a population of up- and down-

regulatedd cDNA fragments [99]. DD which has been improved [100,101] and automated 

[102],, is a powerful technique to identify altered gene expression of more than two related 

celll  types [103]. Subsets of mRNA are reverse transcribed followed by amplification using a 

sett of oligonucleotide primers in the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). Subsequently, the 
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PCRR products are analyzed on a polyacrylamide sequencing gel (display gel) on which 

differentiallyy expressed genes can be detected. Differentially expressed cDNA bands can be 

readilyy isolated by excision from the display gel. The cDNAs obtained with either technique 

cann be used as markers to study in vitro as well as in situ gene expression patterns between 

normall  and neoplastic cells. 

Otherr promising molecular approaches currently applied as a tool for the identification 

off  potential markers in a variety of normal, developmental and disease states include cDNA 

microarrayy and serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE). The cDNA microarray technology 

allowss screening of a large numbers of genes whose expression is altered in disease states. 

Thiss approach involves spotting thousands of cDNA clones (probes) on a solid support, 

hybridizingg the array with two labeled mRNA samples (targets) and comparing the relative 

expressionn of these clones between the two mRNA samples [104]. The microarray approach 

hass also been applied in the field of melanoma research and the investigators describe a 

distinctt pattern of gene expression that correlates with the metastatic phenotype of melanoma 

cellss [105,106]. The expectation is that gene expression profiling will revolutionize cancer 

diagnosis.. Since tumor behavior is reflected by the expression of thousands of genes, tumor 

characteristicc gene expression profiles may predict their behavior and clinical consequences. 

Anotherr promising molecular approach designated as SAGE allows the quantitative and 

simultaneouss analysis of a large number of transcripts [107]. This approach is based on two 

principles.. First, a short nucleotide sequence tag (9 to 10 base pairs) contains sufficient 

informationn to identify a transcript, provided that it is isolated from a defined position within 

thee transcript. Second, the tags are generated as ditags and ligated together to form 

concatemerss which are than cloned. Serial analysis of the clones by automatic sequencing 

allowss the simultaneous accumulation of information of different genes expressed in the 

tissuee of interest. The abundance of a particular tag relates directly to the expression level of 
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thee gene from which it is derived and gives rise to an expression profile of that tissue. The 

genee expression pattern obtained may be characteristic for the biological function of the cell 

typee studied and can provide valuable diagnostic information when compared to the 

expressionn patterns between normal and malignant cells. SAGE has been already successfully 

appliedd in other human diseases and has led to gene expression profiles characteristic for a 

particularr cell type [ 107- 111]. 

4.3.. Genes and gene products as potential markers for melanoma research 

Inn the evaluation of melanocytic tumors, several genes and gene products have been 

identifiedd with the molecular approaches described in the previous paragraph. The identified 

geness revealed differences in mRNA levels between different stages of tumor progression in 

melanocyticc cells [112-120]. Potential genes and gene products as markers in melanoma 

progressionn include nm23 [121], nma [122], nmb [123], nmd, [124], melastatin [125], annexin 

VII  [126], and msg-1 [127]. On the other hand, many tumor related genes that were identified 

inn other cells, may also have an implication in melanoma biology and pathology. In this 

regard,, melanocytes and glial cells share several features such as proteins related to 

melanogenesiss including TRP1, TRP2, and gplOO [128]. Furthermore, their malignant 

counterpartss (melanoma and glioma cells) share biological properties and common genes 

includingg the melanoma antigen encoding genes (MAGE), that reflect the neuroectodermal 

originn of the tumor cells [129]. Genes identified in gliomagenesis by SH, DD, SAGE, or any 

otherr molecular approach, can therefore also be used to determine their potential as markers in 

earlyy stage melanocyte transformation, melanoma progression, and melanoma metastasis. In 

thiss respect, subtractive hybridization (SH) of glioblastoma multiforme cells and hybrid cells 

suppressedd for tumorigenicity by microcell transfer of chromosome 10, resulted in the 

identificationn of a novel cDNA clone termed RIG (regulated in glioma) [130]. RIG expression 
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wass either not or detected only at low levels in cultured glioma cells and primary glioblastoma 

specimenss compared to the predominant high expression levels in normal brain cells. RIG 

wass mapped to chromosome llplS.1, a region that is known to be altered in malignant 

astrocytomass [131,132], but also in malignant melanoma [133,134]. The chromosome l lp l 5 

locuss has gained considerable attention because of its biological importance in a variety of 

humann diseases and the many tumor suppressor genes identified within in this region. A 

fascinatingg molecular event called genomic imprinting is the hallmark of the chromosome 

11 lpl5 locus. Genes which are extensively studied and regulated by genomic imprinting are 

HI99 and IGF-2 both located on chromosome li p 15 [135]. Genomic imprinting is 

accomplishedd by methylation of genes in the paternal or maternal chromosomes, resulting in 

monoallelicc expression of the imprinted loci. A tight regulation is necessary to control fetal 

growthh and behavioral development. Environmental factors are capable of causing epigenetic 

changess in DNA that can potentially alter imprinted gene expression [136]. Consequently, 

thesee changes can result in genetic diseases including cancer. Abnormalities at the l lp l 5 

locuss have been found in a number of tumors including Beckwith-Wiedermann-Syndrom 

(BWS)) [137], rhabdoid tumors [138], rhabdomyosarcoma [139], hepatocellular carcinoma 

[140],, Wilm's tumor [141], breast cancer [142,143], and other pediatric and adult malignant 

tumorss [140,144]. The molecular events reported are associated with overexpression of 

growthh promoting factors and loss of expression of tumor suppressor genes. The hallmark of 

tumorigenesiss relies on the proper function of tumor suppressor genes. Identification of target 

geness at the 1 lpl5 locus is difficult because of the large size and complexity of LOH (loss of 

heterozygosity).. Fine mapping of this chromosomal region should facilitate cloning and 

identificationn of the target genes in the future. In this way, important steps underlying the 

molecularr mechanisms in the development of human cancers including melanocyte neoplasia, 

mayy be elucidated within the coming years. 
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5.. Outline of this thesis 

Thee different forms of melanocytic lesions, in particular the heterogeneity of these 

lesions,, make it difficult to find markers reflecting each stage of tumor progression. It is 

essentiall  to investigate whether altered expression of genes and gene products contribute to 

thee observed transformation from melanocytes into nevi and from the latter into melanoma. 

Thee first part of the experimental scope of this thesis describes the value of using a panel of 

knownn protein markers which facilitates the identification between different stages of 

melanocytee transformation, melanoma tumor progression, and should eventually result in a 

betterr understanding of the mechanism(s) involved in melanocyte neoplasia. The 

identificationn of molecular markers involved in the early stage of melanocyte transformation, 

basedd on their altered gene expression profiles between normal skin melanocytes and nevus 

cells,, have not yet been studied in detail. Understanding the early transformation process of 

melanocytess however, may have implications in the management and treatment of malignant 

melanoma.. In this regard, the second part of the experimental scope of this thesis describes 

thee identification of potential candidate markers, particularly in the early and late stages of 

melanocytee transformation, and also during melanoma progression. In chapter 2 the 

differencess in antigen expression have been compared between normal and neoplastic 

melanocyticc cells with a panel of MoAbs of which the antigenic profile was related to the 

micro-anatomyy of the lesion. In addition, the expression profiles were also studied in cultured 

melanocyticc cells at different stages. Whether or not tumor progression stages from primary 

melanomass and their metastases within the same patient differ in antigenic profile, have been 

studiedd with the panel of MoAbs that was also used in the previous chapter, and is described 

inn chapter 3. The identification of candidate early molecular markers in melanocyte neoplasia 

obtainedd by subtractive hybridization and differential display is described in chapter 4. The 

molecularr characterization and melanocytic tissue distribution of one promising candidate 
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earlyy marker designated pCMal, is further outlined in chapter 5 . A new member of the 

RBCCC proteins (Ring finger-B-box-Coiled Coil) designated GOA {Gene Overexpressed in 

Astrocytoma),Astrocytoma), was identified by SAGE (serial analysis of gene expression), and is described 

inn chapter 6*. In addition, the evaluation of GOA as a potential marker in the early stages of 

melanocytee transformation, tumor progression and melanoma metastasis by in situ 

hybridizationn has been studied in chapter 6 b. The concluding remarks and summary of the 

studyy findings as described in this thesis are stated in chapter 7. 
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